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On June 21, 1779, Spain’s King Carlos III declared war on England 
and called on his American subjects in New Spain to take up arms 
against the British and to donate money to aid the American colonists.  
Two hundred and thirty seven years later, on June 21, 2016, Granadero 
Jesse Guerra conducted a presentation on Spain’s contributions to the 
American Revolution.  Jesse gave the presentation to attendees of the 
Youth Leadership Conference at St. Mary’s University.  The event is 
sponsored by the Military Order of the World Wars. 
Thank you, Jesse for representing our group! 

 
 

Lineup for the 4th of July Patriotic Ceremony 
      

COLOR GUARD      FIFE & DRUM CORPS: 
Commander:  Roger Valdez     Drum Major:  Dep. Gov. Ricardo Rodriguez 
U.S. Flag:  Doug Crumly     Fifer:  Crystal Benavides 
Spanish Burgundian Flag:  Ricky Reyes   Fifer:  Jessica Shelnutt 
Navarra Regimental Flag:  Joe Zavala   Fifer:  Louisette Zurita 
Guard:  Roland Salazar     Snare Drummer:  Jesse Benavides 
        Snare Drummer:  Alex Zamora 
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE CAUSE  Snare Drummer:  Ric Hernandez 
Continental Marine: Bill Bowlin    Bass Drummer:  Urban Urbano 
Granadero Navarra Regiment:  Jesse Guerra   
Zapador Navarra Regiment:  Adam Dominguez 
South Carolina Militia:  Dan Phillips 
Georgia Militia: Bill Barnett 
Morgan’s Sharpshooter:  Randy Pike 
Louisiana Militia:  Pad Kelly 
Daughters of Liberty:  Ronnie Kelly 
 
Keynote Speaker:  Judge Ed Butler 
Bernardo de Gálvez:  Michael Cristian 
Master of Ceremonies: Gov. Joe Perez
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Monday, July 4  10:00 – 11:00 a.m. 
The 32nd Annual Fourth of July Patriotic Ceremony will be held 
on Monday, July 4th from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. at the San Antonio 
National Cemetery.  This is the biggest event our chapter 
sponsors every year and is shaping up to be a real crowd 
pleaser. 
 
Saturday, August 20  10:00 am – 4:00 pm 
Battle of Medina Historical Symposium sponsored by the 
Atascosa County Historical Society. (More info coming) 
 

Getting Ready 
 
Our Fife & Drum 
Corps has been 
rehearsing every 
week to be ready 
for their musical 
performance at our 
4th of July Patriotic 
Ceremony.  They 
are certainly going 
to make us proud. 

Happy Birthday 
To Our July Babies 

 
July 1: 

Joel Escamilla 
Edward F. Butler, Sr. 

 
July 8: 

Corinne Staacke 
 

July 9: 
Miaoyin Rojas 

 
July 15: 

James Salinas 
 

July 16: 
Jack Cowan 

Gerard Cortese 
 

July 27: 
Claire Steves 

Santos Villarreal 
 

(No Meeting In July due to our 4th of July Ceremony) 
Next Meeting: Wednesday, August 3rd 

Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant 
5440 Babcock Rd  ~  Dinner at 6:30  ~  Meeting at 7:30 

Guest Speaker: Judge Edward F. Butler, Sr. 
Topic: Spain ~ Our Forgotten Ally in the American 

Revolutionary War: A Concise Summary of Spain’s Assistance 



By Joe Perez 
 
Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais and George Washington were two men whose lives 

bore uncanny parallels.  Both men were born in 1732 and both men died in 1799.  Both of them 
died in the same cities in which they were born.  Both were born as commoners but rose to 
prominence and their lives would be interestingly intertwined. 

Beaumarchais was not born with that name.  He was born Pierre-
Augustin Caron.  His father was a watchmaker and his mother was a 
talented musician.  Pierre was home-schooled with a regimen of 
reading eighteen books a month and learned to play the piano, violin, 
cello, flute and harp by the time he reached the age of twelve. 

Being a watchmaker’s son, Pierre followed in his father’s 
footsteps and worked in the family business.  Not only was Pierre 
gifted musically, but he could also dismantle, repair and rebuild 
clocks.  However, as children sometimes do, he became involved with 
the wrong crowd and got into mischief.  Believing he was too smart to 

be caught, he secretly diverted income from the family business into his own pocket.  Upon finding 
out, his father kicked him out of their home and onto the streets of Paris with his shiftless friends.  
After a while, Pierre wrote a letter, begging his father to take him back in.  Pierre was welcomed 
back into his parent’s home but only under extremely rigid house rules. 

Pierre acted as if he had been given a new lease on life and he submerged himself into his 
father’s trade as an apprentice watchmaker.  At age twenty one, his brilliance showed when he 
invented an inner mechanism for watches that was a vast improvement over other time pieces of 
that period.  However, the king’s watchmaker stole Pierre’s invention and published it as his own.  
Pierre was furious but his father told him that it is normal for the upper classes to step on those 
beneath them.1  This realization burned inside of Pierre for the rest of his life and served as 
motivation.  Frustrated and angry, Pierre sent his original designs to the Royal Academy of 
Sciences.  A short three months later, the academy concluded that Pierre was the true inventor of 
the device.  Pierre-Augustine Caron became so famous that even King Louis XV ordered timepieces 
from him, which he delivered in person to the Palace of Versailles, home to the king and the seat 
of the French government.  The family business was thriving and Pierre was making several trips to 
the Palace of Versailles to deliver more watches to various people of nobility.  The amazingly 
beautiful palace allowed him to see how nobles lived and got him to wondering why he couldn’t 
live like that also. 

Pierre became acquainted with several people who held offices in the palace such as the 
Controller of the Pantry, one of many royal positions that was purchased from the king but held 
very little responsibility.  The Controller was forty-eight years old but Pierre became much more 
interested in his twenty-eight-year-old wife, Madame Madeleine-Catherine Francquet.  Madeleine 
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talked her husband into transferring his position to Pierre.  Two months later, Madeleine’s 
husband died and after a mourning period, she married Pierre.  Madeleine owned a country estate 
named De Boismarché and Pierre manipulated that name into one that he felt made him appear 
more aristocratic, “Beaumarchais”, and attached that to his name to become Pierre-Augustin 
Caron de Beaumarchais, a name that would eventually be known all over the world.  At age 
twenty three, just two years after he invented his watch mechanism, Pierre Beaumarchais, the 
watchmaker’s son, was married to a noble and living on an estate. 

Unfortunately, tragedy struck just nine months after their marriage when Madeleine suddenly 
died and, without updating her will, all of her assets reverted to her blood relatives leaving 
Beaumarchais with nothing but his title.  His position still 
allowed him access to the palace but the nobles never really 
accepted him as one of them.  Even though he had a noble title, 
he still believed that everyone should be treated equally 
regardless of birthright. 

During this time, he read many books that formed his 
passion about inequalities in society, especially between nobles 
and the common people.  He entertained himself by playing his 
harp but became frustrated with its construction.  Being the 
genius that he was, he disassembled the harp and reconstructed 
it by modifying the pedal which made it easier to play.  His new 
harp became the rage of society and furthered his finances as 
well as his social standing.  He was immediately invited into the 
households of royals to teach them how to play his new harp.  He was summoned by the king to 
teach his four daughters the harp and they adored him.  This gave him access to the king and his 
son, the heir apparent to the throne, which served him well in his next adventure. 

A wealthy arms merchant named Joseph Paris-Duverney had a monopoly supplying the French 
army with weapons.  In return, he agreed to build an elaborate training school for officers and 
construction began in 1751.  However, the French & Indian War broke out in France’s American 
colonies and officers were sent directly into battle.  This halted construction of the school and 
Paris-Duverney’s investment lay stagnant.  Then he discovered Beaumarchais and his access to the 
royal family.  Paris-Duverney promised to teach Beaumarchais how to become rich if he could 
persuade the king’s daughters to invest in the school, which he did.  You could say he traded 
influence for affluence.  Paris-Duverney trained Beaumarchais in finances, investments and 
international trade, all of which he would use during the American Revolution.  Beaumarchais 
used his wealth to buy a mansion and higher positions of nobility to include being a secretary to 
the king as well as a judge.  Beaumarchais had become so wealthy that he could simply lead a life 
of leisure and spent most of his time writing short plays, which were performed in various homes 
of nobility. 

His short plays were doing well enough in homes that he convinced the king’s daughters to 
finance his first full-length play titled Eugenie, which opened in 1767 and audiences hated.  
Beaumarchais was so adept that he rewrote the play and shorted it by a third and when it 
reopened, it became a huge success.  During this time, he met a beautiful young widow and after a 
brief courtship, they got married. 

At this time, the French government was in the process of rebuilding its navy and 
Beaumarchais contracted with the government to provide lumber for the ships, which added to 



his wealth.  He spent his free time writing his second full-length play titled The Two Friends which 
opened in 1770 but it was a failure and closed after just a ten day run.  This was just the beginning 
of his terrible misfortunes.  Later that year, his wife died during child birth losing the baby as well.  
Then his son, just two years old, became ill and died as well. 

Through all of his sadness, Beaumarchais resorted to his labor of 
love, writing.  He wrote another play, a biting political satire mocking 
French aristocracy.  He made the setting of his play in Spain so French 
nobles would not easily recognize themselves as the target of the 
satire.  He called the play “The Barber of Seville” and many French 
citizens could relate directly to the main character of Figaro.  The 
timing of such a satire could not have been better.  French 
philosophers wrote disparagingly of the French monarchy and news 
of political unrest in England’s American colonies fanned the flames of 
dissent in French society.  Beaumarchais followed closely the events 
of civil unrest in America including the Boston Massacre in 1772 and 
the Boston Tea Party the following year.  King Louis XV banned the 
play due its scathing barbs at aristocracy because he didn’t want the 
political  protests occurring in England and America to spread to 
France.  However, the king was enthralled by the creativity of 

Beaumarchais and saw him as the only man keen enough to serve as a secret agent to convince a 
popular French writer living in London to stop writing scornfully about the French nobility.  
Beaumarchais succeeded by meeting with the writer and coordinating a royal payout to the writer 
to cease and desist, giving both parties what they wanted. 

Beaumarchais actually shared the writer’s hatred of French nobility and the injustices heaped 
upon the common citizen.  He related to the American revolutionaries and their cause for freedom 
from oppressive British rule.  In his mind and heart, he was at one with American patriots – none 
of whom he had ever met.  They were creations of his imagination – godlike defenders of individual 
liberty.2 

While working as a secret agent on a mission for King Louis XVI and achieving success, 
Beaumarchais once again fell into favor with the Royal Palace.  Taking advantage of his position 
with the king, Beaumarchais asked for the ban on his play to be lifted.  It was granted and he 
received permission to stage The Barber of Seville.  However, Beaumarchais revised the play from 
a hilarious satire to a drama filled with seriousness and anger.  The play finally opened for the first 
time in February of 1775.  The highly anticipated play failed miserably because audiences, many of 
whom had heard about the original play, thought they were in for a night of satire but got a 
depressing drama instead.  The play had only one showing as it was immediately cancelled.  But 
like he did previously, Beaumarchais rewrote the play to its previous format and it opened again 
just three days after its premier.  This time, it was a huge success and shot Pierre-Augustin Caron 
de Beaumarchais to international stardom and cemented his stature among the greatest French 
playwrights.  While most plays of the time had heroes of nobility, the hero barber of this new play 
was a common worker named Figaro, the type of man with whom most French people could 
relate. 

The same year that The Barber of Seville opened in France, the Shot Heard ‘Round The World 
was fired at Lexington in the British American colonies.  Beaumarchais was intrigued and King 
Louis XVI saw an opening to weaken the British and get revenge for the substantial loss of territory 



France suffered during the French and Indian War.  Attending a dinner given by the Lord Mayor of 
London, Beaumarchais met American Patriot Arthur Lee, who was soliciting aid for the American 
Revolution.  A plan was later devised for France to provide secret aid to the Americans through a 
false company named Rodrigue Hortalez et Cie, which would be run by Beaumarchais who now 
became an arms merchant.  Spain and France contributed one million livres each to the Americans 
through the fictitious company and the initial shipment also included over two hundred cannons 
as well as guns, gunpowder, bayonets, tents and various other supplies.  Eventually, the ruse was 
discovered and the aid secretly provided by Beaumarchais would be substituted with the secret 
aid provided by Spain through Don Diego de Gardoqui, whose plan proved to be so well conceived 
and so efficiently carried out3 that the money and supplies would not be discovered as being from 
Spain. 

Beaumarchais had achieved fame and fortune in many endeavors including theater, 
espionage, international trade, inventor and financier to name a few.  He never lost his creative 
spark and continued to write plays.  In 1784, his play The Marriage of Figaro, a sequel to the 
Barber of Seville, opened to such anticipation that crowds broke down doors to get into theaters 
to see it and the legend of Beaumarchais grew even larger. 

The third play in the Figaro trilogy, 
The Guilty Mother, did not perform as 
well as the first two because it did not 
contain the biting satire aimed at 
nobility.  French society was eager for 
change and the flames of the French 
Revolution were beginning to smolder. 

The cause of liberty and freedom from the trappings of a suppressive noble class was a cause 
espoused by Beaumarchais from an early age.  Indeed, the American Revolution symbolized the 
war he had waged against the aristocracy his entire life.  In his heart, Beaumarchais and Figaro 
were both American.4  As President of Congress, John Jay was the first American leader to publicly 
recognize Beaumarchais for the numerous military supplies he arranged for George Washington’s 
army.  Beaumarchais declared that the cause of America is in many respects the cause of 
humanity.5 

Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais and George Washington were born the same year and 
they both died the same year.  Both men lived extraordinary lives and achieved fame and fortune.  
Both believed in liberty and equality and their lives intertwined at an important moment in 
history, thus giving us the peculiar connection between the Barber of Seville and the American 
Revolution.   
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1 Harlow Giles Unger, Improbable Patriot: The Secret History of Monsieur de Beaumarchais, The  
  French Playwright Who Saved The American Revolution, (University Press of New England, 2011),  
  p.23 
2 Ibid, p.71 
3 Buchanan Parker Thomson, Spain: Forgotten Ally of the American Revolution, (The Christopher  
   Publishing House, North Quincy, Massachusetts, 1976), p.52 
4 Unger, Improbable Patriot, p.124 
5 Maurice Lever, Beaumarchais, A Biography, (Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, New York, 2004), p.109 

“If time were measured by the events that fill it, 
I have lived two hundred years.” 

        
     - Pierre Beaumarchais 



 

~  Free and Open to the Public  ~ 
 

July 4, 2016 
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

 

 The Sights & Sounds of the American Revolution 
 The  Shot Heard ‘Round The World 
 Wreath Laying for All Who Defended Our Freedom 
 Keynote Speech: Judge Edward F. Butler, Sr. 
 Special Musical Presentation by a Fife & Drum Corps 
 Roll Call of the 13 Colonies with the Firing of Muskets 
 3-Volley Rifle Salute Honoring All Veterans 
 The playing of “Taps” for All Fallen U.S. Soldiers 

 
 

Sponsored by the Order of Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez 
www.granaderos.org – www.Facebook.com/GranaderosDeGalvez 

32nd Annual 
Fourth of July 

 Patriotic 
Ceremony 

San Antonio 
National 
Cemetery 

517 Paso Hondo St. 
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Minutes for the meeting held June 1, 2016 at the 
Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant 

Submitted by Joe Perez 
Attendance: 

Joe Aguayo, Mike Aguayo, Reyna Araiza, Abel Araiza, Eileen Barrientos, Henry DeLeon, Pauline Faz, 
Joaquin Faz, Vivian Garza, Carlos Garza, Olga Lizcano, Manuel Lizcano, Priscilla Marrah, Jimmy Peet, 
Elizabeth Perez, Briana Perez, Joe Perez, Rueben Perez, Richard Whynot, Alex Zamora, Joe J. Zavala 
 
 The meeting commenced at 7:25 p.m. 
 Abel Araiza provided the Invocation. 
 Richard Whynot led us in the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 Governor Joe Perez and Drummer Alex Zamora gave a presentation on the Gulf Coast Campaign of 

General Bernardo de Gálvez.  Joe also spoke about the uniform of the Granadero of the Navarra 
Regiment and all of the weapons and accoutrements and what 
the different parts of the uniform represented.  He spoke about 
the 1757 Spanish musket and the various common sayings that 
came from the workings of the musket.  Drummer Alex Zamora 
spoke about the very important role of the Spanish Colonial 
drummer, which included relaying officer’s commands musically 
to the troops while in camp and also on the battlefield.  He 
played a cadence to demonstrate the tune to which soldiers 
would have marched.  He also spoke about the role of the 
drummer in carrying out discipline.  The demonstration was 
very well received and Joe and Alex answered several questions 
afterwards.  

 Joe suspended the meeting so that he and Alex could remove 
some of the accoutrements of their uniforms.  Joe resumed the 
meeting at 8:17. 

 Treasurer Elizabeth Perez gave the Treasurer’s Report for April.  She reported a Beginning 
Balance of $2,913.57, Expenses of $262.33 (buttons for new uniforms and gunpowder for the King 
William Fair), Income of $1,460.32 (for the sale of 2 musician’s uniforms), and an Ending Balance 
of $4,111.56.  A motion to accept the report was made by Rueben Perez and seconded by Jimmy 
Peet.  After a vote, the motion passed. 

 Richard Whynot announced that he is conducting research on a presentation of his titled “Walk 
With Gálvez”, which will cover where Gálvez lived, worked and played while in New Orleans.  The 
presentation will explore 1780s New Orleans and the streets that Gálvez walked and how that city 
has become the premier party city of the U.S. 

 The meeting adjourned at 8:36 p.m. 


